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Caltech Collection of Open Digital Archives (CODA)
Origin Story
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Mid-1990’s: Ed Fox and the 
Electronic Theses & Dissertations 
(ETD) Movement gets underway 
using ETD-db software at Virginia 
Tech
Late 1990’s: DIENST @ Cornell
2000: Launch of PubMed Central 
and Biomed Central
2001: Caltech CODA seeded by 
the death of the campus Computer 
Science technical reports FTP 
server, set up using EPrints 
platform (U Southampton)
2009: Caltech moves from 
ETD-db to EPrints platform and 
incorporates into CODA, then 
moved to Eprints
2002: DSpace developed
2003: Public Library of Science 
(PLoS) started publishing PLoS 
Biology
2002: Caltech institutes voluntary 
deposit of ETDs using ETD-db
2003: Caltech institutes 
mandatory ETD policy, George 
Porter starts actively populating 
CODA with OA material
By 2001 there were many independent FTP servers around campus for 
technical reports in a variety of engineering disciplines.
Image credit: https://unsplash.com/photos/kx7KMnSIA2Y, CC0 licensed
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Open Access Policies
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2005: Caltech Faculty Board 
declines adopting an OA policy
2008: Caltech Faculty Board 
declines adopting an OA policy 
(again)
2008: National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) Public Access 
Policy adopted
2014: “Hard enforcement” of 
NIH public access requirement
2015: New mandates from 
OSTP affecting National 
Science Foundation (NSF), 
Department of Energy (DOE) 
funding
2013: Caltech Faculty Board 
PASSES OA Policy with the 
support of the Provost & the 
Office of the General Counsel, 
Caltech Library will coordinate 
implementation
Other OA policies: MIT & Harvard had OA policies before us, Oberlin was one 
of the first in 2009.
MIT is CC, we are not. We are free to read, not redistribute.
Image credit: https://unsplash.com/photos/kx7KMnSIA2Y, CC0 licensed
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Caltech’s Open Access Policy
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● Adopted as of January 1, 2014
● Policy gives the Author and Institute rights to the accepted 
manuscript (but does not mandate any action by the Faculty)
● Faculty prefer the Caltech Library and Caltech CODA to carry out 
this policy (i.e. make these manuscripts openly available)
○ Library follows existing copyright guidelines and provides 
policy waivers to authors whose publishers require them
○ Compliance is with publishers
○ Caltech CODA: http://libguides.caltech.edu/CODA 
● Full text of policy: 
https://www.library.caltech.edu/sites/default/files/OA_Policy_6.10.
2013.pdf 
CODA is a collection of repositories - three main ones are AUTHORS, 
THESIS, and CampusPubs
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Caltech CODA Publication Lists
● Content collected and curated by Library staff through weekly alerts
● Adopted by many faculty, groups, research centers, and department webpages
● Code automatically pulls live list from CODA
● Because each author is indexed individually, all author lists are updated consistently
● Caltech website template automatically includes an input for CODA lists, and the Library 
provides code for embedding in individual websites (much less work in either case!)
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As long as CODA is updated, lists generated from it will be updated.
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Information in a Caltech CODA Record
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Direct download of any openly available material (accepted manuscripts, 
supplemental information, data sets, etc.)
In general we will annotate when an article is freely available by whatever 
means - i.e. PubMed Central, etc. This is useful
when an OA version of a paper is needed, i.e. for DOE funding compliance.
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Information in a Caltech CODA Record
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All fields searchable
SciFinder: doesn’t index funding / grant 
numbers
Web of Science: doesn’t have complete 
subject coverage (and often has 
missing/incorrect information)
FundRef: Only indexes back to 2013
CODA records provide links to the article and supplementary information 
(including data and software!) via DOI and direct publisher links, and also 
include links to ORCID profiles for those authors for whom we have ORCIDs. 
Easier for authors or grant managers to generate reports of articles published 
based on funding, needed for progress reports or new applications. Other 
options available but not comprehensive. We can do this - 300 faculty, 3500 pubs 
a year
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Finding Open Access Publications
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http://pubs.acs.org/search/advanced http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/search
CODA collates publication records by author - so admins do not have to 
search different websites to complete a publication record. And CODA makes 
it easy to find the OA content. In terms of finding ACS has a nice interface to 
find OA content, as does Elsevier (on advanced search options pages).
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Finding Open Access Publications
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http://pubs.rsc.org/en/search/AdvancedSearch, search term = “91125”
RSC has a facet on the results page but no way to narrow before performing 
the search.
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Finding Open Access Publications in CODA
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● RSC: search by “Creative Commons”
● ACS: search by “AuthorChoice”, “Editor’s Choice”
● Elsevier: search by “open access” or “Creative Commons”
● Wiley: search by “open access” or “Creative Commons”
● Limited by text in article - older articles may be open but won’t have the 
notation! (This list is definitely not complete!)
● Contributor to SHARE: https://share.osf.io/sources
● Contributor to OpenAIRE: https://www.openaire.eu/search/data-providers
Can find some open access content in CODA by publisher - usually by 
searching via license under Additional Information, which we copy into the 
CODA record. This is something we are working on improving!
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Open Access Uptake
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ACS RSC Elsevier Wiley*
Total articles 5219 630 4630 4517
OA Articles 139 73 51 8
Percent 2.7% 11.6% 1.1% 0.2%
OA in CODA 137 29 167 11
Publisher Searches:
ACS: Search terms: “91125” in “Anywhere” field, select “Open Access Content”  
RSC: Search terms: “91125” in “with all off the words”, narrow by Open Access facet post-search
Elsevier: Search terms: “91125” in “Affiliation”, select “Open Access articles only”, select fields 
“Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology”, “Chemical Engineering”, “Chemistry”, “Materials Science”
Wiley: Search terms: “91125” in “Author Affiliation”, “open access” in “All Fields”
*Not narrowed to chemistry
CODA Searches:
Publisher name and either “Creative Commons” or “Open Access” in “Additional Information”
Note about ACS numbers: The ACS “voucher” program has been used to 
make articles OA post-publication. Overall as far as we can tell the uptake for 
paying for OA at time of publication has not been highly utilized.
Since there is no standardized Affiliation field, this search is not 
comprehensive.
Of note, in CODA we collect all publications for a particular faculty member 
(including publications before coming to Caltech)
For Specific Gold Open Access journals: Beilstein Journal of Organic 
Chemistry - minimal update since 2005 launch (3 papers), future work will 
track ACS Central Science, ACS Omega, and RSC Advances (Gold as of 
1/2017). Since OA publishing is relatively new to chemistry, there’s not much 
of a track record.
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Open Educational Resources:
If It’s Open, It WILL Be Used!
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9 are books, 1 website
6 out of the 9 books are chemistry
Current as of April 3, 2017
CODA is the home to many OA books by Caltech faculty. This has come about 
by working to get the publisher rights reverted back to the faculty and working 
directly with the faculty and the publishers. Out of the top 10 most downloaded 
items in CODA, 9 are books and 1 is an archived website. 6 of the 9 books are 
chemical sciences-related. Of note, the popularity of Fundamentals of 
Chemical Reaction Engineering led to Dover asking to publish a low-cost 
paperback edition!
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The Most Downloaded Item in Caltech CODA
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Current as of April 3, 2017
The most downloaded item in CODA is the 2nd Edition of Basic 
Principles of Organic Chemistry, by the late Caltech Professor 
Emeritus John Roberts and Marjorie Caserio - Marjorie presented 
on this on Sunday in the CINF session “ … “. We held a reception 
at Caltech for Jack and Marjorie this past summer to celebrate the 
500,000th download - and in about 7 months we’ve added another 
200,000 downloads!
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Future Work
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❖ Potentially use FundRef to standardize funder names, ORCIDs 
for authors
❖ Search specifically for freely available content
❖ Always reacting to the constantly changing environment - 
difficult to be at 100% completion (but we’ll keep trying!)
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Thanks for your attention! Questions?
I hope this talk has explained a little about the value of institutional 
repositories, both in tracking publications, as well as providing a 
platform for dissemination of open access resources.
